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Language education: L1 as subject in grades 1-5: From government learning objective to MTB MLE-
specific indicators

L1 as a subject
Year 1

Speaking and Listening
General learning objectives. By the end of the school year, the students will…

 Use L1 to understand and communicate with acquaintances about topics that are familiar to them.

 Use age appropriate language correctly

Specific
Learning Outcomes

(MOE)

Learning indicators that focus on meaning
Students will have achieved this learning

outcome when they…

Learning indicator that focus on accuracy
Students will have achieved this learning

outcome when they…

Use language
confidently and
appropriately for a
variety of purposes

 Understand and use language to question,
explain, solve problems

 Express ideas, thoughts, expectations
clearly when talking about familiar topics

 Describe a sequence of events

 Create stories; describe personal
experiences, using vocabulary appropriate
to the topic

 Actively participate in large and small group
interactions

 Show courtesy in group discussions and in
question-and-answer time

 Communicate knowledge about school
subjects clearly

 Look at a “Big Picture” and create a story
about some part of the picture

 Describe an event or experience with
confidence

 Speak clearly and use correct grammar in
short spoken speech

 Correctly include information about time,
person, place to describe familiar events

 When describing familiar events or telling a
story about familiar people, places and
activities… (as appropriate to the L1):
 Use correct tone and vowel length
 Use tenses correctly
 Use correct intonation
 Use correct vocabulary
 Pause to self-correct when necessary

Expand listening and
speaking vocabulary

 “Try out” new vocabulary terms when
telling stories or talking about familiar
activities or events

 Ask questions to clarify understanding of
new vocabulary terms

 Use new vocabulary terms correctly when
speaking



Understand and respond
appropriately to oral
texts about familiar
people, places and
activities

 Listen and respond to questions about
themselves and about familiar, everyday
topics

 Ask appropriate questions when requesting
information

 Use vocabulary appropriate to the topic
(M, A)

 Listen to a story about familiar people,
places and activities and retell main points
(M, A)

 Use vocabulary appropriate to the topic
(M, A)

 Listen to a story about familiar people,
places and activities and retell main points
(M, A)

 Listen to a story about familiar people,
places and activities and answer who,
what, where and when questions correctly

Use own knowledge and
experience to get
meaning from oral
communication

 Listen to a short text about familiar people,
places and activities and…
 Predict what will happen next in the

story
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 Answer comprehension (who, what,
where, how and why questions)
about the story

 Ask questions for clarification
 Identify main characters and events
 Summarize the story
 Explain the motivation of characters
 Change the ending of the story
 Act out the story

 Observe role play or skit or activity and
then describe and explain what they saw

Use language that is
culturally appropriate

 Use correct terms of respect when talking
with parents and other respected elders

 Use terms for greetings and farewell that
are appropriate to age and culture

Pre-Reading and Pre-Writing

General objectives. By the end of the school year, the students will…

 Understand the basic features of print literature

 Begin the process of learning to read and write to communicate their thoughts and ideas

Specific
Learning Outcomes (MOE)

Learning indicators that focus on meaning
Students will have achieved this learning

outcome when they…

Learning indicator that focus on accuracy
Students will have achieved this learning

outcome when they…

Use language confidently
and appropriately for a
variety of purposes

 Listen and clap to the rhythm of familiar
songs

 Dance to the rhythm of familiar songs

Distinguish between
various sounds

 Listen and name the sources of sounds in
the environment and in the classroom

 Distinguish parts of an L1 word that are
the same and parts that are different in
rhyming words

 Distinguish different vowel sounds in the
middle of L1 words [dog, pit, cot,]

 Distinguish tones in familiar L1 words and
phrases

 Identify syllables by clapping for each one

Identify and describe the
shapes of familiar objects

 Make shapes out of clay; group each shape
together; describe differences in each
shape

 Collect objects in a variety of shapes and
group for display in class area (examples:
different shapes of stones, long and short
sticks, different shaped leaves, different
shaped pieces of wood)

 On a “nature walk” describe different
shapes in the community

 Identify basic geometric shapes in the
environment: triangle, square, rectangle,
and circle.

 Draw different shapes as directed by
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teacher (using local names, no writing)

 Make a mobile of objects that are the
same shape

 Use the correct L1 words to name the
different shapes

 Trace, copy or draw traditional shapes
correctly

Arrange items according to
a variety of categories

 Group objects as directed, according to
shape, size, color, and use

Understand how to handle
and take care of a book

 Hold a book correctly

 Turn pages of books in correct sequence;
look at pictures in correct sequence

 Look at text from left-to-write (if
appropriate) and top-to-bottom

 Correctly describe illustrations in picture
stories or Stage 1 stories, including
characters, activities

 Identify beginning and end of sentences
(upper case letters to begin and full stops
at the end)

Understand the mechanics
of writing

 Hold a pencil correctly to write on a page

 Place writing paper or book in the correct
position to write on it

 Draw different shapes as directed by
teacher (using local names, no writing)

 Draw different patterns on slate (circle,
diamond, triangle, as demonstrated and
then directed by teacher

 Draw square, etc ) Arrange different
objects to make a pattern then describe
the pattern and the process of designing
the pattern in the L1

 Write in proper direction, from top-to-
bottom

 Write using different instruments (chalk,
pencil, etc.)

 Trace or copy letters of the alphabet

Recognize letters of the
alphabet, tone marks,
other language features

 Identify and say the names of the L1 letters
and other language marks on an alphabet
chart

 Sing the “Alphabet Song” while pointing to
the letters on the Alphabet Chart

 Identify and/ say the names of letters and
other language marks in isolation

 “Sing” words with different tone correctly
(if the language has distinctive tone)

 Form letters of the alphabet correctly
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Understand that printed
text has meaning

 Point to and talk about pictures in stories
about familiar topics

 Look at a set of pictures and arrange
them in sequence, then explain the
rationale for the arrangement (A, M)

 Listen to a story and then name the
sequence of activities

 Put a series of pictures that tell a story
into the proper sequence (M, A)

 Look at sequence of pictures that tell a
story and summarize the story

 Read along with others during “shared
reading” activities

 Show interest in Stage 1 stories during
Library Time

 In a team, draw a series of pictures that
show the sequence of familiar activities
(planting, tending, harvesting crops)

Develop a “sight word”
vocabulary

 Recognize own name on a name card
(reading by sight, not by sounding out
letters)

 Recognize and read sight words in isolation
and in words

Reading and Writing

Specific
Learning Outcomes

(MOE)

Learning indicators that focus on meaning
Students will have achieved this learning

outcome when they…

Learning indicator that focus on accuracy
Students will have achieved this learning

outcome when they…

Use language
confidently and
appropriately for a
variety of purposes

 Say the names of letters on the alphabet
chart when teacher points to them
randomly [Also in pre-reading]

 Say the names of letters and other language
symbols in isolation [Also in pre-reading]

 Say the name of letters and their sound in
short words that have been learned.

Recognize and say the
sound(s) of individual
letters when they are
combined with other
learned letters to form
learned words

 Sound out words composed of learned
letters

 Identify and say the sounds of different
letters (EX: that is an “A” and it has the
sound “ah” in this word)

Read short texts (Stage 1
stories) using known
letters and words

 Read aloud short sentences with known
words, using correct pronunciation, tone
and intonation

 Read labels of 1-2 words on doors and walls

 Match word or sentence cards correctly to a
Shared Reading Story

 Match picture cards with corresponding
word cards
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 Match word cards

Develop strategies to get
meaning from written
texts (Stage 1 stories)

 Use pictures to predict what will happen
next in a story about familiar topic

 Explain the relationship between picture
and text on a page

 Listen to or read texts and ask questions
for clarification

 Guess meaning of new words using
knowledge of the topic, pictures, and
known words in the immediate text

 Read along with others during “shared
reading” activities

 Put word cards together to form a
sentence (ex. I see a bird.)

 Show interest in looking at and reading
printed materials in the class area

Develop strategies to
decode words in
isolation and in texts

 Point to picture or word while reading
(A,M)

 Build an L1 “sight word” vocabulary of at
least 60-80 words

 Point to picture or word while reading (A,M)

Form letters and spell
correctly

 Write letters and symbols clearly and
accurately

 Write name correctly

 Spell known words (from primer lessons)
correctly

 Copy letters and words correctly and neatly

 Write known keywords and sentences from
dictation (handwriting)

 Write sentences from dictation

 Spell known words (from primer lessons)
correctly (spelling)

Use knowledge of
symbol-sound
relationships and
spelling conventions to
create a written text

 Sound out words to help in spelling during a
writing activity

 Write familiar words and sentences from
dictation

 Write labels for things in the classroom
(door, wall, mat, etc.)

 Proofread own writing and make corrections
to spelling and handwriting as needed

Use writing to
communicate
meaningfully

 Take part in creating “experience stories”

 Early in the year, create picture stories
using emergent writing (invented letters,
invented spelling)

 Later in the year, create picture stories with
2-3 sentences

 Edit own writing and revise as needed to
improve communication

 Write tone marks, punctuation correctly

 Show beginning and ending of sentences
using conventional markers (Ex: upper case
letters, full stop)
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L1 as a subject
Year 2

Listening and Speaking

General objectives. By the end of the school year, the students will…

 Expand their use of L1 for talking about experiences

 Use L1 to understand and use grade appropriate information and ideas

 Use L1 to explain, predict, analyze, and assess what they see, hear and read and to create new texts

 Use L1 to explain, apply, analyze and assess what they learn

 Expand their vocabulary

 Use appropriate language for introducing people in the community

Specific
Learning Outcomes

(MOE)

Learning indicators that focus on meaning
Students will have achieved this learning

outcome when they…

Learning indicator that focus on accuracy
Students will have achieved this learning

outcome when they…

Use L1 confidently for a
variety of purposes in the
classroom

 Ask and answer questions, including how
and why questions

 Express ideas, thoughts, expectations
clearly

 Describe a sequence of events or sequence
of steps in an activity

 Actively participate in large and small
group interactions, contributing ideas,
opinions

 Report and explain events and activities
from the community

 Describe own feelings about a subject; ask
questions to learn other people’s feelings

 Describe examples of applying lessons
learned in school (ex math concepts) to
everyday life

 Listen to L1 stories and then talk about the
characters OR act out the story OR re-tell
the story OR change the ending of the
story

Recognize that sentences
are composed of words
and that words are
composed of syllables and
letters

 Combine word parts to form new words Use language confidently and appropriately
for a variety of purposes

Use L1 to describe and
explain

 Give “news reports” about events in the
community

 Describe the roles of people in the family

 Describe the work of familiar people in the
community

Create texts that
communicate their ideas
and creativity

 Create short (4 line) rhymes alone and
with a partner

 Join with the class in creating “action
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songs” relating to new concepts or ideas
that have been learned (ex: action song
about counting)

 With a partner or team, create a riddle
about a familiar local topic (M, A)

 Create short oral stories, alone and with a
partner, from their own experience or
their imagination

Describe similarities and
differences (analysis)

 Use L1 to describe similarities and
differences in color, size, shape, and
placement of objects in a given space (e.g.
in the classroom, on the school grounds)

 Use L1 to describe similarities and
differences in color, size, shape, and
placement of objects in a given space (e.g.
in the classroom, on the school grounds)

Use age / grade level
language correctly

 Use correct pronunciation, tone

 Use correct grammar and vocabulary to
talk about time, location, tense, person,
and numbers. (singular, dual, plural)

Increase listening and
speaking vocabulary

 Experiment with newly learned vocabulary
when speaking in classroom setting

 Use new vocabulary correctly

Understand and use L1
vocabulary relating to
school and to learning

 Use L1 confidently to ask and answer
questions about lessons

 Use L1 to complete tasks and/or solve
problems with a partner or small group.

 Communicate knowledge about school
subjects clearly and correctly

Communicate confidently
and appropriately with L1
speakers within and
outside the classroom

 Use communication style appropriate for
children talking with adults about familiar
topics in the local context

 Use appropriate / correct language when
introducing people of different age,
position, or status

Reading and writing
General objectives. By the end of the school year, the students will…

 Expand their ability to get meaning from written L1 texts

 Have confidence in themselves as “emergent” writers, eager to communicate their thoughts and ideas in written form

Specific
Learning Outcomes (MOE)

Learning indicators that focus on meaning
Students will have achieved this learning

outcome when they…

Learning indicator that focus on accuracy
Students will have achieved this learning

outcome when they…

Create a variety of written
texts

 Take part in creating experience stories

 Create short (4-5 sentence) stories about
familiar topics that describe a sequence of
activities

 Create short texts (4-5) sentences that
describe a process

 With a partner, write the same idea as a
question and as a statement (Ex: Is the
flower red? The flower is red.) s (“first
we… then we…) relating to a familiar
activity

Read a variety of written
texts

 Read a Late Stage 1 story (up to 12 pages,
1-2 sentences per page) about a familiar
topic and summarize the story

 Read a short poem about a familiar topic
and explain what it means
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 Read riddles and wise sayings about
familiar topics and explain

 Read a story and then act it out in a role
play

 Read and respond appropriately to short
written instructions

 Read short story fluently to another person

Use a range of strategies to
get meaning while reading

 Sound out unfamiliar words when reading,
using understanding of sound/symbol
relationship

 Use context to guess the meaning of new
words

 Guess meaning of new words using
knowledge of the topic and other known
words in the immediate text

 Use pictures to help get meaning from
texts

 Read aloud with correct pronunciation,
tone and intonation

 Tell the meaning of individual words in a
story

 Sound out unknown words by separating
into syllables and/or sounds

 Have a “sight word” vocabulary of at least
80 words (

Write L1 texts correctly
 Form letters accurately

 Use knowledge of sound/system
relationship to spell correctly

 Write neatly using different instruments
(chalk, pencil, etc.)

 Use capital letters (if appropriate) and
punctuation correctly

 Spell words correctly in short texts about
familiar topics

 Edit, proofread and make corrections to
personal writing

 Edit, proofread and suggest corrections to
another students’ writing

Write L1 texts for a variety
of purposes

 Draw a picture and write a short text (up to
6 sentences) with a clear beginning and
ending

 Produce different types of text (poetry,
song, story, directions, lists) and put on
wall; describe purposes and differences in
each text

 Work together to create a story with
pictures to read to the rest of the class

 Write directions that someone else can
read and follow

 Write a short announcement of a class
event
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L1 as a subject
Year 3

Listening and Speaking
General objectives: By the end of the school year students will….

 Have achieved grade-level fluency and confidence in interacting with oral and written texts about a variety of topics

 Have confidence in applying, analyzing, evaluating oral and written texts that they and others have created

 Read and use texts that provide new information relating to a known topic (Ex: health, national history, other cultures,
religious issues)

 Have confidence in creating a variety of texts that describe, explain, provide new information

 Have confidence in writing creatively

Specific
Learning Outcomes

(MOE)

Learning indicators that focus on meaning
Students will have achieved this learning

outcome when they…

Learning indicator that focus on accuracy
Students will have achieved this learning

outcome when they…

Understand and use
L1 sounds and
structure

 Make lists of L1 words that rhyme

 Use correct grammar and pronunciation

 Identify rhyming words in a poem or song or
series of spoken words

Use language
creatively

 Create rhyming poems

 Create and tell stories about current and
historical people and events

 Describe and explain known situations with
confidence

 Clarify ideas when questioned

 Ask clear and meaningful questions that are
appropriate to the topic

 Participate actively in small and large group
discussions

Use vocabulary and
grammar correctly for
different purposes


 Include information about time, place,

person and number when describing events

 Use sequence terms (first, then) when
describing a sequence of events

 Use correct grammar when talking about
familiar topics

 Follow L1 conventions to ask questions,
state facts

 Converse with people of different age and
rank using appropriate terms and speaking
style

Organize and present
information

 Collect and organize information and
present as an oral report in class

 Analyze health, sanitation, water situations
in the community then organize and present
a report in class

Use knowledge of
language to ask and
answer higher level
questions

 Ask questions to analyze and evaluate
information about local news, events,
situation
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Communicate
knowledge clearly

 Restate and academic concepts accurately

Reading and writing

General objectives. By the end of the school year students will…

 Read longer texts about familiar topics and new topics

 Write longer texts for a variety of purposes

 Use higher level thinking when reading and writing

Specific
Learning Outcomes

(MOE)

Learning indicators that focus on meaning
Students will have achieved this learning

outcome when they…

Learning indicator that focus on accuracy
Students will have achieved this learning

outcome when they…

Read longer L1 texts
 Read and summarize early Stage 2 stories

about familiar topics

 Read and summarize early Stage 2 stories
about children in other cultures

 Read early Stage 2 materials that explain a
familiar or newly learned process and
summarize the message

 Read early Stage 2 poetry about the local
culture and summarize or retell in own words

 Read short biographies about well known
people in the local community and nationally

 Read short (early Stage 2) texts relating to
Timorese history (independence)

Use different
strategies to get
meaning from texts

 Use context and knowledge about a topic to
get meaning from sentences and whole texts
(early Stage 2)

 Use context to guess the meaning of new
words

 Use illustrations to help get meaning from
texts

 Identify beginning, middle and ending of early
Stage 2 stories.



Write L1 texts for a
variety of purposes

 Create picture stories for children just
learning to read L1

 Create songs and poems and sing, recite in
class and for the community, along and in a
group

 Write directions to get to different places in
the community

 Create a “family tree” using the correct L1
terms for family members (do the necessary
research to identify the terms)

 Write a short announcement of a class event

 Collect, analyze and organize information
and present as a written report (Ex:
Sanitation, animals, health issues, water
sources)

 Create a map of the community on the
ground or chalkboard and label the different
parts
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 Listen to or read news reports and critique
the clarity and objectivity of the report

Use a range of
strategies to write
longer texts correctly

 Work in pairs or small groups to write a
report on a topic for one of the school
subjects.

 Use knowledge of sound/system relationship
to spell correctly

 Sound out unfamiliar words when reading,
using understanding of sound/symbol
relationship

 Edit and proofread own writing; make
corrections

 Work with a partner or in teams to create
texts
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L1 as a subject
Year 4

Listening and Speaking

General objectives. By the end of this school year students will…

 Use L1 to explore and express higher level thinking

 Use L1 creatively

 Use L1 to explain L2 words and concepts

Specific
Learning Outcomes

(MOE)

Learning indicators that focus on meaning
Students will have achieved this learning

outcome when they…

Learning indicator that focus on accuracy
Students will have achieved this learning

outcome when they…

Collect, organize
information and
communicate it orally

 Collect and organize information and present
a report about a community topic

 After presenting a topic, listen to and
respond appropriately to questions, clarifying
ideas when questioned

 Explain ideas so that others understand and
respond

 Include information about time, person,
place when describing events

Use knowledge of
language to ask and
answer higher level
questions

 Ask questions to analyze and evaluate
information relating to current local and
national news

 Respond to higher level questions with
higher level responses

Use language creatively
 Listen to information/ explanations,

opinions and strategies and suggest
alternative strategies and explanations

 Create stories about familiar topics with plot
and character development

 Create action songs and poems; teach them
to younger children

Listen and re-tell
traditional oral literature

 Retell traditional stores, poems and wise
sayings using traditional speaking styles as
much as possible

 Use traditional terms to relate traditional
stories

Take an active part in
group discussions

 Actively participate in large and small group
interactions, contributing ideas, opinions

Communicate knowledge
about school subjects
clearly

 Restate, using L1, academic concepts that
have been learned

 Use L1 to apply new concepts to real life
situations
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Reading and writing

General objectives. By the end of this school year students will…

 Read longer and more complex L1 texts

 Write longer and more complex L1 texts

Specific
Learning Outcomes (MOE)

Learning indicators that focus on meaning
Students will have achieved this learning

outcome when they…

Learning indicator that focus on accuracy
Students will have achieved this learning

outcome when they…

Read Stage 2 and above
texts

 Read and discuss longer L1 written texts
and discuss meanings

 Listen to longer Stage 4 stories read to
them by the teacher

Write Stage 1 stories for
younger children

 Write Stage 1 stories for younger children
who are just learning to read

Create a variety of longer,
more complex oral and
written texts

 Produce different types of text (poetry,
song, story, directions, lists) and put on
wall; describe purposes and differences in
each text
 Create short stories that have a clear plot

and cast of characters and have a clear
beginning and ending

 Create poetry with and without rhyming

 Create texts that describe a process (Ex:
from planting rice seedlings to eating)

 Write letters using familiar style (as to
family or friends, using correct format and
spelling and clear handwriting

 Write reports (with pictures) of local news
events

Create texts for providing
information, improving
living situations

 Collect and organize information about an
important community topic and create a
written report to present at a community
meeting

 Write directions to places in the
community

Put traditional oral
literature into written form

 Record traditional oral L1 songs, poetry,
riddles and wise sayings that are
appropriate for Grade 3 children and put
them into written form
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L1 as a subject
Year 5

Listening and Speaking

General objectives. By the end of this school year students will…

 Understand and use a variety of spoken texts for different purposes

 Translate between oral and written L1 and L2

Specific
Learning Outcomes (MOE)

Learning indicators that focus on meaning
Students will have achieved this learning

outcome when they…

Learning indicator that focus on accuracy
Students will have achieved this learning

outcome when they…

Follow complex directions
 Listen and follow a series of directions to

do a variety of complex activities

Organize and present
information

 Collect and organize information and
present as an oral report in class

 Analyze health, sanitation, water
situations in the community then organize
and present a report in class (

Use knowledge of language
to ask and answer higher
level questions

 Ask questions to analyze and evaluate
information relating to current local,
national and international news

Evaluate ideas, information,
actions

 Listen, analyze and evaluate information
presented in the media (newspapers,
radio, etc.)

 Develop criteria for judging the

 Identify and define problems relating to
local and national issues, describe
alternatives for dealing with the problems

Learn longer and more
complex traditional
literature

 Use traditional oration styles to present
traditional stories, poetry, songs, and wise
sayings

Take part in debates
 Participate in debates about issues that

affect the community and/or the school

Express opinions with
confidence

 Express a point of view about a specific
topic and provide support for their view

Demonstrate the way that
we use different speaking
styles to communicate
different messages

 Take part, with team members, in
demonstrating the way people in their
society use language, expression, and
movement, to communicate different
messages

Use exaggeration to show
humor

 Take part in a “Relay Story” using
exaggeration correctly (Ex: Panchi
Karanchi ate 24 lobsters!”)

Translate L1 to L2 and l2 to
L1

 Listen to someone talking in L1 and
summarize in L2 (

 Listen to someone talking in L2 and
summarize in L1 (
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 Listen to someone else translating and
critique their translation

Reading and writing

General objectives. By the end of this school year students will…

 Expand purposes of writing the L1, especially to communicate with others within and outside the community

 Create and communicate a variety of spoken and written texts

Specific
Learning Outcomes (MOE)

Learning indicators that focus on meaning
Students will have achieved this learning

outcome when they…

Learning indicator that focus on accuracy
Students will have achieved this learning

outcome when they…

Create written texts for
younger children

 Create and illustrate a book of short
stories, songs, poetry for younger children
who are just learning to read their
language

Create a variety of longer,
more complex oral and
written texts

 Produce different types of text (poetry,
song, story, directions, lists) and put on
wall; describe purposes and differences in
each text
 Create short stories that have a clear plot

and cast of characters and have a clear
beginning and ending

 Create poetry with and without rhyming

 Create texts that describe a process (Ex:
from planting rice seedlings to eating)

 Record and write a report with information
about traditional ways of treating illness in
the community

 Collect information about the community’s
history and people; put those into written
form

 Make a map of the community with labels
of the most important features

 Analyze health and other situations in the
community; put the information in writing
and send to appropriate officials

 Publish a weekly newssheet with current
news from the community

 Create written records of local people,
events

Keep a journal  Write in a personal journal at least 3 times
a week, describing experiences, events and
impressions.

Put oral literature into
written form

 With a partner, collect old, traditional
stories from elders and put into written
form. Edit and check for accuracy with the
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elders and then put together to make a
book.

Be aware of the L1
grammar

 Read a sentence in L1 and then
describe the grammar of the
sentence.

 Read sentences and identify nouns,
verbs, and other parts of the
sentence using L1 terms.


